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problem, the CAD model,
related meshing and solver
tools are grouped and
archived to improve the
efficiency and reliability in the
use of these models when the
number of models grow.
Another use of Grid-enable
databases is in the remote
monitoring of optimisation
processes given the job handle.
As results are dumped into the
database during the process of
optimisation, the user can
monitor the progress of the
search from a convenient
place, even on a 3G mobile
phone.
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for engineering product
development. Using highfidelity analysis models earlier
in the design chain will
provide enormous benefits,
but it also presents significant
challenges for all aspects of
current design practice.

coupling between the
optimisation logic and the
analysis codes. The main
difference of this approach to
conventional strong coupling
approach can be seen in the
Figure 2. It is also makes it
easier for users to plug in
customised computing job
scheduling tools and
monitoring and steering
capabilities.
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modelname = Orthfoil2D
version = 0.7
type = cad
parameternames = {1x7 cell}
inputfilename = orthfoil.inp
outputfilename = orthfoil.stp
nooffiles = 3
command = proe2001
arguments = savetostp.txt -g:no_graphics
package.name = Pro/Engineer
package.version = 2001400
condorsub.executable = proe2001.cmd
condorsub.arguments = {1x1 cell}
condorsub.requiredfiles = {1x3 cell}
condorsub.vars.ProEngineerPath =
$$(ProEngineerPath)|path=C:\WINDOWS\
system32;C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\System32\Wbem
condorsub.req.Architecture = INTEL
condorsub.req.Operating_System = WINNT50
condorsub.req.Architecture = INTEL
condorsub.req.Operating_System = WINNT51
condorsub.runt.Name = ProEngineer
condorsub.runt.Version = 2001400
comment = A general comment, for example,
starting point or results

modelname = NacelleRR
version = 0.9
type = Mesh
hostname = escience-dept2
cadfile = nacelle.stp
meshfile = nacelle.msh
stdout = gambit.stdout
stderr = gambit.stderr
journalfile = {1x2 cell}
remotedir = /home/sow/gridjob/nacelle
fullhostname = escience-dept2.sesnet.soton.ac.uk
gambitexe = /usr/local/Fluent.Inc/bin/gambit
comment = Gambit on escience-dept2
env = (LM_LICENSE_FILE
7241@blue00.iridis.soton.ac.uk

)

Type=solver
See next page
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Notes:
Models used in CFD-based optimisation are organized in a hierarchy structure, and archived in the data
repository for use in optimisation. Three types of models exist in such projects, CAD models, Gambit
models, and Fluent models. These models are essentially a set of files attached with metadata for
assisting query.

modelname = NacelleRR
version = 0.9
type = Solver
hostname = escience-dept2
meshfile = nacelle.msh
remotedir = /home/sow/gridjob/nacelle
stdout = fluent.stdout
stderr = fluent.stderr
casefile = nacelle.cas
datafile = nacelle.dat
journalfile = fluent_nacelle.jou
env = (LM_LICENSE_FILE 7241@blue00.iridis.soton.ac.uk)
fullhostname = escience-dept2.sesnet.soton.ac.uk
fluentexe = /usr/local/Fluent.Inc/bin/fluent
comment = Fluent on escience-dept2
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Figure 3: Metadata-assisted Data
Model
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Geodise (Grid Enabled
Optimisation and Design
Search for Engineering)
project is one of a new breed of
EPSRC funded research
programmes involving multi
disciplinary teams working to
build a state of the art design
tool demonstrator. The
GEODISE demonstrator is
intended to carry out
engineering design search and
optimisation involving fluid
dynamics, and is bringing
together the collective skills of
engineers and computer
scientists.

Design Automation
Computation-based
collaboration not only needs
raw computing and storage
power, but also an
infrastructure for effective,
efficient, and secure
collaboration. Ad-hoc
integration based on shell
scripts is neither reliable nor
scalable. Geodise (Gridenabled optimisation and
design search for engineering)
aims to provide toolkits and a
GUI environment to aid
engineers in solving
computation-based
optimisation problems more
efficiently. Automation of
design process from CAD
through analysis to
manufacturing is the key to
success for delivering
improved quality, reduced
cost, and increased reliability
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Figure 1: Illustration of the system
model

Optimisation as
Services
Up to now, callbacks are used
in most optimisation packages
to provide evaluations of
objective functions and
constraints, while the
optimisation algorithm
provides the logic as the main
driving factor behind search
for improved designs.
However, it should be the
designers, rather than the
search algorithms that make
decisions in this process. The
optimisers, as services,
become essentially valuable
aids for designers in the
process of improving
products. The implementation
of optimisation methods as
services enables users to drag
and link different optimiser
components to the required
analysis codes, and the
communication between the
two is realised using light
weight SOAP messages. This
message based model for
optimisation implements loose

Figure 2: Conventional and
Service-oriented Optimisation
Workflows

Models with metadata
Design optimisation is a data
intensive process, where huge
amount of unstructured,
related data will be produced,
including plain text files and
proprietary binary data.
Managing these unstructured
engineering data is a
challenging task. In our work,
a Geodise Database toolkit is
developed based on the
concept of metadata. The use of
metadata enables data to be
more effectively used and
managed. Files and structured
data are augmented with
metadata which describes the
data in a way that is both
human and machine friendly.
Metadata are archived in a
metadata database which is
built on a commercial
relational database. The files
are archived in a separate
Globus server using GridFTP.
Based on the basic
functionalities provided by the
Geodise database toolkits,
related concepts and data can
be grouped together to form
logical groups for particular
tasks. For example, for a CADbased shape optimisation
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The flexibility and
functionality offered by the
Matlab scripting environment
enable users to build
complicated optimisation
workflows as well as making
use of a large number of postprocessing plotting tools. With
the support for accessing Java
object from within Matlab,
Grid support tools are
imported into Matlab
environment, make it possible
for engineers to access Gridenabled resources from
Matlab. Two scripts are shown
in Figure 4, one is concerned
with Design of Experiments
and parallel evaluation of
different geometries and CFD
simulations. The results from
this script are archived in the
database. The second script
involves building a response

continued opposite
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continued from opposite
surface model based on data
archived from the first script
and then a Genetic Algorithms
search is carried out on the
resulting response surface
model.

Figure 4a: Matlab scripts for the
Design of Experiments

Workflow
Composition GUI
The ability to compose
different search sequences in a
GUI environment using welldefined components is also
important to improve the
usability of optimisation tools
for designers. The workflow
construction environment
built by the Geodise project
provides functionalities to
create component instances,
define properties of each
component and link
components based on the
input/output properties of
each component. The
graphically composed
workflow can then be
converted into Matlab script
for execution on local or Gridenabled remote Matlab
servers. A typical workflow is
shown to illustrate a search
process with data archived in
metadata database during
each loop.
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Delivering Better
Designs, Faster

Geodise Team
Members

In the current work, CFDbased shape optimisation
problems are used to illustrate
the use of the tools presented in
previous sections. Parametric
geometries have been
generated using a featurebased solid modelling (FBSM)
system (ProEngineer). The
automation is achieved via the
use of a standard data
exchange format (STEP). An
automatic mesh generation
process is achieved by relying
only on the top-level
topologies (surfaces) in the
geometry definition.
Appropriate mesh control
parameters are determined
based on the relative values of
geometry parameters, This
approach therefore leads to a
robust mesh generation for a
wide range of geometry
changes. To overcome the issue
of high computational cost
associated with CFD solutions,
a Design of Experiments
approach and Response
Surface Modelling is used to
improve the efficiency of the
search.
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Figure 6: Total pressure
distribution for throat, fanface and
fanexit planes.

Figure 4b: Matlab scripts Genetic
Algorithm search on the RSM

Figure 5: Workflow Construction
Environment

Behind the workflow
construction GUI is the
execution environment which
executes the scripts generated
from the GUI. Matlab is used
in the current work which
supports free form scripting
capabilities. It also provides
rich numeric algorithms and
visualisation functions.

Figure 7: Pressure coefficients for
the nacelle symmetry plane.
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